The spectral type is a key parameter in calibrating the temperature which is required to estimate the mass of young stars and brown dwarfs. We describe an approach developed to classify low-mass stars and brown dwarfs in the Trapezium Cluster using red optical spectra, which can be applied to other star-forming regions. The classification uses two methods for greater accuracy: the use of narrowband spectral indices which rely on the variation of the strength of molecular lines with spectral type and a comparison with other previously classified young, low-mass objects in the Chamaeleon I star-forming region. We have investigated and compared many different molecular indices and have identified a small number of indices which work well for classifying M-type objects in nebular regions. The indices are calibrated for young, pre-main sequence objects whose spectra are affected by their lower surface gravities compared with those on the main sequence. Spectral types obtained are essentially independent of both reddening and nebular emission lines.
INTRODUCTION
Mass is the most fundamental property of any astronomical object, governing its observed properties and lifetime's evolution. A common goal of many studies is to constrain the low-mass end of the initial mass function (IMF) and determine the possible mechanisms of brown dwarf (BD) formation. In the rare cases of eclipsing binaries, e.g. Stassun Matthieu & Valenti (2006) , or spatially resolved astrometric binaries, e.g. Bouy et al. (2004) , accurate mass estimates may be obtained without reference to stellar models. In the majority of other cases mass must be obtained by less direct methods. In young clusters, where the members may be assumed to be approximately coeval, masses may be estimated by assigning an average age to all members and comparing the positions of the objects on the HRD with theoretical evolutionary tracks.
Since young, low-mass objects are located on primarily vertical tracks on the HRD (e.g. Baraffe et al. 1998) , mass estimates are much more sensitive to errors in effective temperature (T eff ) than in luminosity. Spectroscopy provides a better estimate of T eff than photometric data can yield and hence more accurate estimates of mass may be derived. The optical region is ideally suited to spectral classification of M dwarfs since it contains many highly temperature sensitive molecular absorption bands which may be used for accurate classification. The rapid change in optical spectroscopic features with temperature enables relative classifications to be very precise and accurate spectral types can be achieved from low-resolution spectra for faint M-type sources, e.g. Luhman (1999) . In contrast, absolute classifications require careful consideration of the gravity-sensitivity of the features examined, as discussed in Section 3.5.
Effective temperatures may be estimated from spectra in two ways: by comparison of the spectra with model spectra of known temperature (e.g. in the IR by Lucas et al. 2001; Natta et al. 2002) or by using an appropriate temperature scale for the transformation of spectral type to T eff . We use the less direct latter method to obtain the best estimate of T eff , therefore spectral classification needs to be as accurate as possible in order to obtain the most accurate mass estimates. This is achieved by using two complementary methods as described in Section 3. This method is preferable since classification by a direct comparison of observed and model spectra relies heavily on the model spectra and any inadequacies present in their construction will make classification unreliable. In particular, models at young ages suffer the most uncertainties (e.g. Baraffe et al 2003 , Marley et al 2007 .
For statistical studies of a mass function or to obtain information about a cluster's star-formation history, it is essential to establish that all of the objects observed are actually cluster members and not foreground or background objects. Young BDs in star-forming regions (SFRs) like the Trapezium Cluster can have the same T eff or apparent magnitude as older, higher mass, field stars and photometric studies can provide no distinguishing evidence of cluster membership. Spectroscopy however can yield surface gravity indicators, since many spectral features are highly sensitive to surface gravity. Young PMS objects have surface gravities much lower than those of older field objects, so that low gravity signatures give strong evidence of youth and hence confirmation of cluster membership.
We have investigated spectral indices to measure surface gravity semi-quantitatively in order to establish evidence of youth and hence cluster membership. These methods of spectral classification and membership analysis were designed to be applied to data for ∼ 40 late M type low-mass stars (LMS) and BD candidates in the Trapezium Cluster in Orion, which are described in a companion paper (Riddick, Roche & Lucas submitted; hereafter Paper 2).
Aims Of This Work
We first devise a robust system to classify moderate resolution (R> 1000) red optical spectra from 6000-9000Å of LMS and BDs in SFRs (Section 3). We discuss the possible methods of classification and their uses and limitations. Our method combines classification using several temperaturesensitive molecular spectral indices and a comparison with other young sources (Section 3). Secondly, we investigate spectroscopic evidence of cluster membership using surface gravity indicators (Section 4).
OBSERVATIONS IN STAR-FORMING REGIONS

Nebular Emission Lines
A particular complication in star-forming regions is the bright nebulosity which may pervade young clusters. The nebular spectrum still often appears in the extracted spectra of many objects -in some to a much greater extent than others, due to the high spatial variability of the nebula. For example, nebular Hα emission is present and strong in all of the Orion spectra discussed in Paper 2, making an assessment of its equivalent width as a membership criterion impossible. Our classification system was therefore designed to be unaffected by the presence of any remaining nebular emission lines in the spectra.
Reddening
Dust reddens the spectra of many young objects, although this can be partially circumvented by selection of objects with low extinction. Nevertheless, to ensure the most accurate spectral typing possible for any object, the spectra must be dereddened since insufficient dereddening will make the overall slope of BDs and LMS spectra appear higher than it really is, possibly leading to later derived spectral types. The procedure used for spectral typing (Section 3) was designed specifically to ensure that the results are as free as possible of the effects of imperfect dereddening on the spectra.
OPTICAL SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION OF M DWARFS
Spectral Features
The optical spectra of M dwarfs are dominated by molecular absorption bands from metal oxide species such as titanium oxide (TiO) and vanadium oxide (VO). These have large opacity cross-sections per molecule, so dominate the spectra despite being trace species. The extreme temperature sensitivity of these metal oxide bands can be utilised for spectral classification and they are the primary temperature indicators in cool stars. The TiO and VO bands increase in strength with decreasing temperature along the majority of the M sequence, both showing a smooth variation with spectral type, as shown by the spectral indices based on their strength in Figure 3 and Section 3.5. TiO is prominent for all M dwarfs whereas VO begins to dominate for M5 and later types and is a good temperature indicator for the latest objects (Kirkpatrick et al. 1993) . Both TiO and VO reach a maximum at very late M types and weaken rapidly beyond M types into the L sequence (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999) . As T eff decreases below ∼ 2400K (Chabrier et al. 2000) , TiO and VO lose their prominence due to dust grain condensation. Other elements with lower condensation temperatures such as the alkali metals and the hydrides FeH and CrH are relatively unaffected, favouring their detection ).
Veiling
For many objects, continuum veiling is expected to be fairly weak since accretion luminosity is generally a small fraction of stellar luminosity (Robberto et al. 2004 ) and the positions of the stars in the HRD remain almost unaffected by the accretion contribution. However, veiling of narrow absorption lines can still be high, if emission lines that veil the stellar absorption lines are produced in a stellar wind. This will be less important for most molecular lines than for atomic lines, though some species may be affected by circumstellar emission. At infrared wavelengths, thermal emission from circumstellar dust can dilute molecular absorption bands. This type of veiling can certainly affect spectral classification and must be taken into account since it can make a later type spectrum appear earlier by decreasing the depth of the molecular absorption lines used for classification, but the effect is likely to be small in the red spectral region considered here.
Spectral Typing by Comparison with Other
Classified Spectra
Very young objects, such as those in SFRs, which are still contracting to the MS have larger radii and therefore lower surface gravities than those of older field dwarfs of the same mass. Due to the gravity sensitivity of many features, the spectra of old field M dwarfs are different from much younger objects.
It is possible to classify very young objects by comparison with field objects: those with spectral types earlier than M5 are best compared with dwarf spectra and those later than M5 with averages of dwarf and giant spectra (e.g. Luhman 1999 ). However the use of previously classified sources of a very similar age, rather than field dwarfs and giants, is preferable since the surface gravity changes considerably between the ages of even 1 and 10 Myr according to models (e.g. Burrows et al. 1997) , while giants later than M5 are spectrum variables and are thus unsuitable as spectral standards (Kirkpatrick et al. 1991) . In addition, optically (rather than IR) classified young objects are preferred as standards, since the high temperature sensitivity of the molecular bands in the optical region provides the most accurate calibration of spectral types. The optically calibrated young objects can then be used as calibrator sources at infrared wavelengths. In this work we use the classifications obtained by Luhman and co-workers (e.g. Luhman 2004 , Luhman et al 2003 , Briceno et al 2002 as the basis for our spectral types.
Spectral Typing Using Indices
Spectra may also be classified using spectral indices which are calculated by taking ratios of the average flux within narrow wavelength regions. The indices are calibrated by reference to previously classified objects. The main benefit of using indices for classification is that precise types may be obtained without the need for a visual comparison of the spectra with others, since it is often difficult to distinguish spectra even half a subclass apart by eye, especially for low signal-to-noise (S/N) spectra. In addition, the indices may be calibrated for dwarfs, giants or PMS objects. A visual comparison can still be used in addition to this method to ensure accurate results. Ideally, the relationship between an index and spectral type should be monotonic and discriminate over a large range of spectral subclasses. In practice, many indices based on molecular features are not monotonic over large ranges of spectral types but instead peak at late-M types and decline thereafter as the bands which they measure first increase in strength with decreasing temperature due to molecule formation and then decrease due to dust formation and depletion from the gas phase. If the indices are double-valued .75 and M8. The spectra are normalised to 7500Å. In addition to this point, the spectra also all coincide at ∼8025Å and ∼8465Å. This fact enables indices to be constructed which measure the rapidly and monotonically varying flux in this region with respect to these 2 fixed points.
then their usefulness for spectral types near the turnover is limited. If different indices changed sign at different types, then it would still be possible to deduce the correct type using multiple indices, but many of the indices do reverse at the same type, around M8-M9, at the onset of dust formation, as can be seen in Figure 3 . However, since the spectra are also compared with other previously classified sources before a final spectral type is assigned, any mis-typing can be avoided. If objects to be classified span the M/L boundary then separate two-part fits to the indices are necessary.
Molecular indices also have an upper T eff limit for spectral typing purposes due to the fact that the features measured appear in the spectra only at and below their temperature of formation. Most of the indices we calculated flattened considerably at types earlier than M3 (See Tables 3 & 4 and Figure 3 ), so this classification system will not produce accurate spectral types for these early M types. However, if the spectra are examined by eye, it is obvious if the type is earlier than this and so spectral typing can instead be accomplished by comparison with other classified sources.
In J-and K-band spectra of substellar objects, the oxides most frequently used for M star classification (H2O and CO) are relatively independent of surface gravity (Gorlova et al. 2003) . In addition, the effects of surface gravity on spectral indices are less pronounced for M than L dwarfs (Barrado y Navascues et al. 2001). The indices we calcu-lated in the optical region suggest that neglecting surface gravity effects on band strength would introduce spectral typing errors of up to 1 subtype (see Figure 3) , therefore for young objects indices which have been calibrated using other young sources rather than field dwarfs or giants should be used, in order to separate completely the effects of gravity and temperature on the spectral features and obtain the best possible estimates of spectral type.
Molecular & Atomic Indices
The high temperature sensitivity of the molecular features makes use of indices based on the strength of these an obvious choice for classification and a large number have been defined and used for this purpose. Molecular indices measure ratios of the strengths of temperature sensitive molecular absorption features with respect to a region of nearby pseudocontinuum (due to the large number of overlapping molecular bands in M dwarf spectra, there is no true continuum remaining in the spectra). The depth of individual features with respect to the pseudocontinuum will not be affected significantly by reddening and this insensitivity to reddening is a major advantage of molecular indices.
Many atomic lines, such as those of the alkali metals, are also temperature sensitive and may be used for classification (e.g. Kirkpatrick et al. 1991) . However, these lines are also highly sensitive to surface gravity, much more than to temperature, and are therefore unsuitable for classification purposes unless the surface gravity of an object is known. This may be the case for old field objects but not for very young objects in SFRs where the surface gravity is highly dependent on age -see Section 3.5.1.
Pseudocontinuum (PC) Indices
These measure the PC slope in optical spectra by measuring the relative flux in different sections of PC, in effect a colour ratio, using the few available points of PC between the molecular opacity. However, these indices are affected by reddening and errors in the dereddening procedure will lead to inaccurate spectral types. This will be worse where the wavelength regions used for the indices are widely separated, as is the case for many of these indices, e.g. the PC5 index of Martín et al. (1996) in Table 1 . PC indices are therefore better suited to classification of low-mass field stars and BDs which are nearby and hence suffer minimal extinction. On the other hand, an advantage of PC indices is that they are relatively insensitive to variations due to features being affected by gravity, and they can be useful for data with low signal-to-noise ratio.
Indices for Optical Spectral Classification
Several indices have been defined and used in previous studies in the wavelength range 6,000-9,500Å used here. We have also defined and calculated some new indices calculated from the region around 8000-8465Å. This region was chosen as there is prominent spectral structure which shows a smooth variation with spectral type, as shown in Figure 1 for a sample of Cha I objects, and it is possible to obtain high quality spectra because of high instrument sensitivity Figure 2 . Spectral Regions used in the 9 Spectral Indices used for spectral typing shown superimposed on the spectrum of an M5.25 object in the Trapezium Cluster and good atmospheric transmission. We have defined 4 different indices in this region to measure the depth of TiO absorption with respect to the pseudocontinuum. Table 1 The indices listed in Table 1 may be affected by several factors which may make them produce inaccurate spectral types:
Notes on Indices in
A. Some of these indices can be rendered useless (e.g. in Orion) by the inclusion in their wavelength regions of strong nebular emission lines, since the index would then measure the strength of the nebular line rather than the feature defined. Many of the Trapezium spectra contained no residual nebular features, but a significant number did and so for the sake of consistency these indices were not used for spectral typing. Indices coinciding with nebular emission lines are TiO 5 and TiO 6. These indices may still be of use in less nebulous regions.
B. Wavelength regions below ∼ 7200Å. Since M type spectra have relatively little flux here, indices measuring relative flux at short wavelengths are subject to larger random errors. This applies to: PC1, TiO 1, TiO 2, TiO 3, TiO 4, TiO-a, CaH 2 and CaH 3. TiO 5 is also at a short wavelength but gives a reasonable correlation with spectral type.
C. Wavelength regions above ∼ 9000Å. Our spectra were affected by low S/N due to the rapidly declining CCD response, making indices in this region less suitable for classification: CrH-b, FeH-b, PC5 and the 4 colour indices. Kirkpatrick et al. (1995) c Kirkpatrick et al. (1999) d Lepine et al. (2003) e Martín et al. (1996) f Reid et al. (1995) g Riddick (2006) h Slesnick et al. (2006) i Stauffer et al. (1999) D. Gravity Sensitivity. The alkali metal lines are much more sensitive to surface gravity than temperature and are therefore not suitable for spectral typing of very young objects. This applies to the Na, Rb and Cs indices.
E. Sensitivity to Reddening. The indices which have the longest baselines are most affected by reddening, e.g. PC4, PC5 and the colour indices.
F. We note that this is very similar to an index defined by Wilking et al. (2005)-similar regions are measured, but different width bands are used.
Spectral Typing Procedure using Indices
In order to use indices for spectral typing, it is necessary to calibrate them against spectra of objects of known type. To provide an accurate calibration and average out the effects of small changes in the index strengths due to the discretisation of the spectral types of the standards, we used several objects of each spectral subtype where possible.
We calculated the indices in Table 1 for the spectra of 32 low-mass stars and BDs from M0.5-M8 in the 2 Myr old Chamaeleon I SFR, (Luhman 2004) , 12 in the 1 Myr old Taurus SFR, from M5.25-M9.5 (Briceño et al. 2002 ; Figure 3 . Fits for Indices Used for Spectral Typing. Indices are plotted for Chamaeleon I objects (filled circles), field dwarfs (crosses), giants (stars) and dwarf/giant averages (triangles). The line of best fit to the Chamaeleon I points is used to calibrate the indices for classification of young PMS objects in SFRs. The line is extrapolated to early and late spectral types as a dotted line to illustrate the spectral types at which the index is no longer valid for classification: early types are not necessarily valid due to the invariability of the indices and later spectral types due to the Chamaeleon objects used to obtain the relationship only going as late as M8. Luhman et al. 2003) and for a large sample of 48 field M dwarfs, giants and dwarf/giant average spectra from Kirkpatrick et al. (1991) , Henry et al. (1994) and Kirkpatrick et al. (1997) , as used by Luhman (1999) , which together contain a very large sample of M and L type objects of all luminosity classes, the standard sub-types being represented by averages of 1 or more stars. The spectral types of the members of Chamaeleon I were derived by Luhman (2004) by comparisons to dwarfs and averages of dwarfs and giants for types earlier or later than M5, respectively (as in Luhman 1999 ).
The value of the index was then plotted against spectral type. Many indices did not produce obvious correlations with spectral type for the reasons given in Section 3.5.1 and Tables 3 &  4) . Polynomial relationships between the spectral type of the Chamaeleon objects and these indices were derived using DIPSO in order to calibrate the indices. The fits, whose orders varied between 2 and 4, were calculated only from spectral types later than those given in column 2, as discussed in Section 3.4, so the fit is only valid for objects later than this type although note that the fit is extrapolated and shown for earlier M types as a dotted line. The latest Chamaeleon object was an M8 object, therefore the relationship obtained from these was not calculated for types later than M8 and is not valid at later types, although this is also shown as a dotted line in Figure 3 . However an examination of the indices in Figure 3 shows that the dwarf/giant average for the VO2 index agrees well with the Chamaeleon data for all M spectral types extending beyond M8, and providing a continuation of the relationship up to M9.5. It appears that this index can be used for all M-types later than M3. In addition, very few types later than M8 were found in the Orion data and these all had low S/N, making spectral typing using indices less reliable.
Some of these indices showed distinct series for the field dwarfs, giants and dwarf/giant averages indicating a variation of the strength of the features with surface gravity. The indices of the Chamaeleon and Taurus objects lay in general at either intermediate values or much closer to the giant than dwarf values. The Taurus data showed more scatter and contained fewer points so these were not used for calibration of the indices. The distinct series for the Chamaeleon objects and field M dwarfs highlights the importance of using objects of a similar age for index calibration and demonstrates that field dwarfs are unsuitable for spectral typing by comparison for these very young objects. Since the expected average age of the Trapezium objects is similar to that of the Chamaeleon objects, these were used for calibration of the indices.
The Chamaeleon objects used as templates are listed in Table 2 with the names and spectral types from Luhman (2004) and the measured VO 7445, VO 2 and c81 and Na indices. Other properties of these objects, such as the Halpha fluxes and equivalent widths may be found in Table 2 of Luhman (2004) .
Application of indices to Orion data
The 19 indices listed in Tables 3 and 4 were calculated for the Trapezium spectra and the relationships derived from the Chamaeleon data used to calculate the spectral type. However, many indices gave results inconsistent with the majority of the other indices (due to the reasons given in the notes to Table 1 ) and were therefore not used for determination of the spectral type.
Nine indices remained which gave generally very consistent types and these were used for classification. See Table 3. Fits for those indices giving less consistent types are given in Table 4 . The PC3 index of Martín (1996) gave a smooth variation with spectral type but no PC indices were used for the classification of the Trapezium objects, to avoid the uncertainties associated with dereddening, and instead molecular indices were used exclusively.
In some cases the types were obtained with averages of less than these nine indices, due to defects in the data due to bad columns, chip gaps etc. which would affect the type obtained, but for the majority all nine indices were used. Spectral types were calculated from the mean of the remaining indices' types and compared. Agreement between the types obtained from different indices was generally very good, with variations generally less than 0.25 subclasses. The results from individual indices were examined to investigate if any produced consistently earlier or later types. Only very small biases were found, the largest of these being for V0-b which produced a type on average 0.6 subtypes earlier than the average type. The other indices had biases generally much smaller than 0.5 subtypes and in both directions.
The success of typing from spectral indices varied greatly with the S/N of the spectra. Very noisy spectra generally gave types from each index which differed considerably from each other and so were not assumed to be reliable (due to the low S/N and small wavelength regions used). These spectra were also usually untypable by eye.
The nine indices cover three spectral regions with different wavelength ranges and bandwidths. Two indices, VO-a and VO 7445, cover the 7445Å VO band and have very similar dependences upon spectral type. VO 7445 employs broader bands, and so is to be preferred. The other 7 indices cover the prominent structure between 7800 and 8500Å, Table 4 . Fits for Additional Indices These indices were not used for spectral typing since they produced less consistent types than those in Table 4 . either treating the edges at ∼8050 and 8400Å separately or combining them with a measure of the pseudocontinuum. Many of these again have similar dependences, with TiO 8465 showing the largest dependence on surface gravity and VO2 the smallest. A combination of the VO 7445, VO2 and C81 indices will give good estimates of spectral type, although VO 7445 (and VO-a) is only sensitive at types later than M5, while TiO 8465 may provide some indication of gravity for very late spectral types.
Final Spectral Types
Each Trapezium object spectrum was also compared visually with spectra of all types from the Chamaeleon data (and Taurus for >M8). The spectra were normalised to 7500Å and the overall shapes of the spectra were compared, in particular the region around 8000-8500Å and the VO absorption at 7445Å. An independent assignation of spectral type was made based on these comparisons alone and this was then compared with the type obtained from the indices. In the majority of cases, agreement between these 2 methods was within 1 subtype, giving weight to the validity of the index method of classification. When the types differed, final types were given on a case by case judgement. For example, in some cases, where spatial structure in the background left significant residual flux levels, this resulted in the types obtained from the indices being too early, therefore the types were taken from the visual assessment. In the majority of cases, however, the difference is merely due to random errors introduced due to the difficulty of distinguishing such similar spectra.
The classification system works well, giving smooth variations with spectral type and hence accurate types. The overall error in spectral typing is dominated by the uncertainty of the surface gravity of the object: is it really intermediate between that of dwarfs and giants, or is it more dwarflike or giantlike? We assume that the young Chamaeleon sources are the most similar, having been classified by comparison with dwarfs and averages of dwarfs and giants for types earlier and later than M5 respectively. Estimated errors were 0.5 subtypes for types earlier than M7 and ±1 − 2 subtypes for later types due to these spectra having lower S/N. These results are discussed fully in Paper 2.
The indices recommended for classification of low mass stars and BDs, and particularly the VO2 and VO 7445 indices, measure molecular absorption bands within relatively narrow and adjacent spectral bands to minimise the impact of reddening uncertainties. However, it is important to consider the effects of errors in reddening corrections. To investigate the possible errors incurred by imperfect dereddening, the spectral types obtained using spectral indices from unreddened and reddened spectra were compared. On average, for spectra with AV = 10 mag, the spectral type obtained was ∼ 0.5 subtypes in error. The majority of the Trapezium objects have AV < 5 mag, and errors in dereddening significantly smaller than this and probably ∼1 mag so that the resulting errors in spectral typing due to imperfect dereddening will be small and typically < 0.1 subtypes.
CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP
Introduction
For meaningful studies of cluster populations, determination of cluster membership is essential, but establishing membership is difficult, even in relatively nearby clusters. Foreground stars will generally have low extinction, but some genuine clusters members may do so too. Background dwarfs have earlier spectral types for their fluxes, falling below the cluster temperature-magnitude sequence on an HRD, but these may not be easily distinguished from older cluster members if star formation has extended over several million years.
Signatures of Youth
Evidence of youth provides strong evidence of cluster membership. Such evidence includes hydrogen recombination lines (e.g. Hα) which are strong in young sources, but also seen in older flare stars (e.g. Barrado y Navascues & Martin 2003) , and this is of very limited use in star-forming regions since HII region emission is likely to dominate the stellar emission lines. Strong X-ray emission may also be present (Getman et al. 2005) .
The presence of a circumstellar disk surrounding an object is also evidence of youth, disk lifetimes being a few Myr (e.g. Haisch, Lada & Lada 2001) . Disks may be evidenced in the optical region by strong Ca II emission at 8498, 8542, 8662Å. This often arises in accretion onto a disk and is therefore evidence of youth and hence cluster membership. Other emission lines provide signatures of accretion or outflows and hence youth but many are likely to be contaminated by nebular emission lines in vigorous star-forming regions.
The detection of Li I (e.g. at 6708Å) can be used to establish cluster membership (e,g, Stauffer et al. 1999) . Lithium is destroyed in stars more massive than 0.55 M ⊙ (Rebolo et al. 1992) but is expected to be present in very young BDs such as most of those in the Trapezium Cluster (<10 Myr). The region around Li I is contaminated by bright [SII] λ6716/6731Å nebular emission in Orion at moderate spectral resolution, and so Li absorption detection is therefore not useful as evidence for cluster membership in this case.
Signatures of low gravity are the main form of evidence of youth (and hence cluster membership) readily available from these spectra and this is discussed in the following section.
Gravity Sensitive Features
For field dwarfs which have completed their contraction to the MS, the radius varies only slightly with age and so their high surface gravity depends simply on mass. For younger objects, the radius is several times larger than the eventual equilibrium value as they are still contracting to the MS, so they have lower surface gravities than MS objects of the same T eff (see e.g. Burrows et al. 1997) . Young BDs can have the same T eff and apparent magnitude as old field dwarfs but if the gravity can be inferred from the spectrum this will break the degeneracy and enable young BDs, e.g. those in SFRs, to be distinguished from old field objects. It is therefore extremely useful to be able to deduce the surface gravity of the object. Once spectral typing has been carried out using relatively gravity insensitive features such as the metal oxide bands, other more gravity sensitive spectral lines can be analysed to infer the surface gravity and provide evidence of cluster membership.
The alkali metal lines are highly gravity sensitive and useful for distinguishing PMS stars from field dwarfs (e.g. Martin et al 1999). The Na I doublet D lines at 8183/8195Å are strong (due to the much higher abundance of Na than the other alkali metals) and are extremely gravity sensitive. M dwarfs, M giants and PMS M type objects have very different Na equivalent widths and absorption is much stronger with increasing surface gravity, i.e. dwarfs have the strongest absorption and giants and PMS objects have much weaker Na absorption, as can be seen in Figure 4 . Na strength considerably weaker than that found in dwarfs is therefore strong evidence of youth and hence cluster membership (e.g. Comeron et al. 1999 ). These differences are easily detected in low-resolution spectra, and an accurate analysis of the lines is unnecessary for the purpose of distinguishing dwarfs from giants (e.g. Briceño et al. 2002) . In this way cluster members may be easily distinguished from field dwarfs.
Spectral Indices for Luminosity Classification
Due to the large variation of Na doublet absorption with surface gravity, spectral indices based on its strength may be extracted and used to infer membership. Kirkpatrick et al. (1991) defined 4 spectral indices, measuring the strength of CaH (6965), TiO (7358), Na I (8183,8195) and Ca II (8542) to classify spectra and measure gravity sensitive features and determine the luminosity class. They found that all four indices showed a variation with M spectral type, many peaking at M5-7 types and then declining, but in each case there is a different sequence for dwarfs and giants, indicating that it is possible to distinguish between dwarfs, giants or PMS objects.
We calculated these 4 indices for the standard stars used for the classification (Section 3.5) and found no strong correlation of spectral type with the CaH, TiO and Ca II ratios. This is to be expected since the CaH and TiO ratios are at a short wavelength where the low flux leads to greater uncertainties on the ratios, and ratio D the Ca II ratio is based on a feature which is highly dependent on accretion, Kirkpatrick et al. (1991) Na ratio with spectral type for Cha I objects and M-type dwarf, giant and combined standards much more than on spectral type, therefore it is not a reliable indicator for such young sources where accretion may be present.
The Na ratio did show a trend with spectral type as seen in Figure 5 . The Na strength as measured by this ratio is very similar for Chamaeleon I objects and field M dwarfs for types earlier than M3, with the dwarfs showing marginally higher absorption. For types later than M3, the relative strength of Na differs significantly from dwarfs to giants and there is a marked decrease in Na absorption for the Cha I objects, with absorption between that of giants and giant/dwarf averages. At all M spectral types there is less absorption for the young objects, but only at types later than M3 is this unambiguous as evidence of youth and cluster membership. The ratio is therefore extremely useful for identifying young LMS and BDs in SFRs. Previous studies in SFRs have also found Na absorption to be significantly weaker in PMS objects than in field dwarfs, e.g. Gorlova et al. (2003) and Slesnick et al. (2004) find that atomic absorption lines in the optical and NIR are systematically weaker in young cluster BDs than in field stars.
SUMMARY
We have defined a spectral classification system to classify young (∼ 1 Myr) low mass stars and brown dwarfs with spectral types in the range M3-M9 in star-formation regions. This scheme provides spectral types, effectively independent of reddening and nebular line emission, to an accuracy better than 1 subtype. We recommend indices that sample the spectra near 7445, 8000, and 8440Å using the VO 7445 index defined by Kirkpatrick et al (1995) , the VO 2 index of Lepine et al (2003) , the c81 index of Stauffer et al (1999) .
We have also analysed Na I doublet absorption strength quantitatively using a spectral index and found this to be a very good indicator of surface gravity, clearly separating the young objects from field dwarfs and giants and hence very useful for providing evidence of cluster membership. The Na index clearly separates objects in the Chamaeleon clouds, where the ages are believed to be ∼2 Myr (Luhman 2004) from the field stars. The TiO 8465 index defined by Slesnick et al (2006) also provides some gravity discrimination for spectral types later than M6.
